Immediate breast reconstruction.
Immediate breast reconstruction (IBR) in conjunction with mastectomy for cancer or high risk of breast cancer is safe from an oncological point of view. The cosmetic outcome can be excellent, especially when performing mastectomy by sparing the skin of the breast and reconstructing the breast mound with autogenous tissue. The majority of women at their working age are willing to have their breast reconstructed. Patients with newly diagnosed cancer undergoing major surgery need extra support compared with those undergoing late reconstructions. Immediate reconstructions with one operation, one hospital stay and one sick leave are economically favourable by diminishing the demand of delayed reconstructions. Preference in patient selection for IBR should be in patients with good prognoses like those with diffuse non-invasive cancer and those with a considerable risk to develop breast cancer. Women with axillary-node negative invasive cancer and women with late local recurrences in a breast earlier conservatively treated are also suitable for IBR. If needed, oncological treatments can be given after IBR, although radiotherapy after pure implant reconstructions is not recommended. In order to give all eligible patients an equal opportunity to have IBR, treatment of breast patients should be centralised to hospitals with a team comprising breast cancer surgeons, pathologists, radiologists, and plastic surgeons.